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Abstract 
A new dimension of creative collaboration is emerging, and this paper aims to 
share the journey of the KGUV Sharing Stories project so far, addressing the 
possibilities and pitfalls of the IP/copyright/moral rights contract. While this is a 
public history focussed on life-writing undertakings, the ensuing suggestions, 
discussion and possible solutions may apply generically to other collaborative 
partnerships. 
 
 
Can public history and life-writing unite successfully, or is the quagmire of contracts, 
intellectual property, copyright and moral rights clauses impinging on research 
outcomes? I aspired at the beginning of my research journey to find best practice 
methods of representing the past by creating shared cultural knowledge in ‘vehicles of 
memory’ (Green, 2005)—books, websites, digital storytelling (DST) and visual art.  
But to gather a collective spirit, many individuals must want to freely contribute their 
stories, and this paper outlines a multi-faceted public history project from its 
beginnings in October 2004. 
 
Kelvin Grove Urban Village (KGUV) is an Australian first—a unique partnership 
between the Queensland University of Technology (QUT) and the Queensland 
government’s Department of Housing to plan and build an integrated inner city 
community.  
 
Located two kilometres north of Brisbane’s CBD, the KGUV is bringing together 
residential, educational, retail, recreational and cultural groups. A vital component of 
this new community is to achieve social sustainability by fostering a sense of 
community for the broad range of people who will live, work and study there. The 
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KGUV Sharing Stories project is a public history project capturing the past and the 
changing present of the area that is the KGUV. 
 
Fortunately, both QUT and the Department of Housing were intuitive enough to 
realise a real sense of community can never be manufactured—rather, it needs to be 
researched and nurtured. Most importantly, it must be relevant to each person within 
the community in some way so that they see themselves as part of the fabric of the 
area and have a sense of ownership and belonging. 
 
To engage this diverse community, a multi-level research history program was devised 
to attempt to capture the social heritage of Kelvin Grove and deliver it to the local 
community and beyond in a way that is both accessible and allows its audience to be 
part of the Village’s ongoing history.  
 
A plethora of collaborative activities were designed for the Sharing Stories project to 
engage both artistic practitioners and the community in this public history, including 
an online web-based archive (that includes oral history, digital storytelling, personal 
stories and accounts, photographs and artwork), two books and many community-
based workshops and events. However, I found the collaboration process actually 
began much earlier, in the months of negotiation surrounding the formation of the 
partnership, the research contract and the implications of the contract’s intellectual 
property, copyright and moral rights clauses. All of these issues had to satisfy the 
partners and the many potential stakeholders, and meet the strict QUT ethical 
clearance requirements.  
 
While there existed the expectation for the partners to ‘to and fro’ over contract issues, 
the level of activity exceeded what was initially envisaged. A recent experience with a 
collaborative historical research project of a non-profit organisation (Klaebe, 2004) 
where ethical clearance was also required had helped formulate a plan, but this project 
was different.  The KGUV Sharing Stories project aimed to map multiple 
contributors’ works and stories that could be used for the purpose of the project, with 
the copyright, IP and moral rights remaining with the individuals who had contributed. 
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This would then serve the diverse group of people contributing—including 
professional artists, writers, photographers, undergraduates, postgraduates, QUT staff, 
researchers, school children, in fact any member of the general public. The arguably 
idealistic goal was to foster contributions to the project—despite individuals’ 
professional status—without fear that the contribution would no longer be the 
individual’s property.   
 
Both QUT and the Department of Housing were sympathetic to the cause and very 
committed to supporting a speedy yet congenial outcome. The problem was with the 
wording of the agreement.  Naturally, the partners who would be investing money 
during the four-year duration of such a rich selection of events and opportunities 
within the community would rightly want to legally be able to share the outcomes of 
any contributions. The contributors would share in the pleasure of seeing their work in 
a publication or a website—giving back to their community, so to speak—but there 
would be no financial gain for them.   
 
The partners have not gained financially from this type of activity as there was a clear 
understanding from the beginning that no party would profit in financial terms from 
their contribution. The project’s success, however, is valuable, but at this point it 
would be premature to try and estimate its worth.   
 
Local stories of ordinary lives have not always been recorded or deemed significant 
enough to encapsulate (until, decades later when the value of understanding the 
everyday life and environment of communities is deemed anthropologically 
significant).  Yet how can we capture local voices and encourage the recording of 
today’s community experiences unless we have access to a platform (like a website) or 
community-based workshops by which to engage them?  It is a difficult quandary to 
consider. 
 
A like-minded lawyer was required to become the artists’ or average community 
members’ legal advocate, I could articulate my intentions in plain English, but drafts 
from the legal teams did not reflect my understanding—until I contacted Mhairead 
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MacLeod.  MacLeod is a consultant lawyer, writer, and a volunteer lawyer at the 
Queensland Arts/Law Centre, who provides advice on copyright law, contract law and 
other related issues to creative industries practitioners.  MacLeod was able to move the 
contract process along because she had the language to understand my concerns as a 
fellow writer, and the ability to ‘translate’ that plainspeak into clauses that satisfied all 
parties—including the contributors.  
 
To solve our dilemma regarding copyright, MacLeod suggested participants could 
licence their contributioni. This seemed an initiative that appeased all parties (after 
learning the project was a not-for-profit scheme) and so was adopted. Brian Fitzgerald 
of QUT law faculty says, ‘the rule of thumb in any intellectual property concern is if 
someone is getting a revenue stream somehow, then people will be more concerned’ 
(Fitzgerald, 2005).  
 
The use of exclusive or non-exclusive licences in contracts is not uncommon.  
MacLeod says parties often negotiate exclusive or non-exclusive written licences in 
agreements involving copyright issues.  
 
‘In some circumstances, a non-exclusive licence can be implied. However, 
when artists of lower bargaining power to the other party to a contract, such 
as publishers or manufacturers, enter into agreements involving copyright, it 
is harder for artists to negotiate a non-exclusive licence. This is because 
such a licence retains the artist’s right to allow the use of their work by a 
number of parties (and therefore in competition with the publisher or 
manufacturer), and to also be able to use the work themselves.  
 
In this case, both Housing and QUT had good contractual bargaining 
positions, but QUT had an interest in protecting the rights of third party 
contributors to the project. Their contribution was essential to the project, so 
it was necessary to bind them by the grant of a licence to the Department. 
The fact that Housing agreed to my approach for a non-exclusive licence 
was considered a satisfactory outcome for the contributors and 
QUT.’(MacLeod, 2005) 
 
When the legal teams ended their negotiation, the contract was signed and their work 
was complete. It then fell to me, as the researcher who had become the public face of 
the project, to explain the parameters and encourage cooperation from contributors to 
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share their story. I am without a legal background. Yet researchers, like me, must 
negotiate a thicket of legal and ethical red tape to ensure the participants’ rights are 
protected. 
 
Armed with ethical clearance, IP and copyright documents for signing, meetings with 
the public began. Each new project brought another layer of legal requirement. In a 
world where commercialisation and exploitation is commonplace, a legal conscience is 
an ongoing normality, so the contract had to be signed and the IP/copyright/ethical 
clearance forms drawn up. But the question remained: would the legal constraints and 
paperwork deter anyone from signing up and sharing their stories?  
 
To varying degrees, so far, responses have fallen into two clear categories—the 
overwhelmingly larger group being positive.  Contributors are happy to sign, yet not 
interested in reading what they sign.  Prompting people to read the document may get 
comments like, ‘you’re a nice person, where do I sign’ (Brennan, 2004). Artists and 
students have made comments like, ‘did you sign it? Well, if you did, then I’m sure it is 
ok’ (Crawford, 2005). Not everyone is competently literate, or is keen to tell you (as 
was the case with our project) if they are not. However, to avoid embarrassment and not 
wanting low-level literacy to equate to exclusion or exploitation, extra time was taken to 
orally explain the forms to every participant.. But this still has the possibility of being 
an ethical dilemma and we will be reviewing the process further. 
 
The other group are described as the ‘non-convinced’ group. These people read the 
documents very carefully, but do not fully understand the legal terminology and are 
very sceptical—and I do not urge them further. One community member, a historian, 
has written to the project and the partners on several occasions about his ‘unresolved 
participation.’ He sees the value of his contribution to be more extensive than most and 
that the project is, therefore, exploitative. We have tried to allay his fears, with little 
success as yet, except to leave the door open in case he has a change of heart. 
 
This is a practice-led research project. Carol Gray describes practice-led research as 
involving: 
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Firstly, research which is initiated in practice, where questions, problems, 
challenges are identified and formed by the needs of practice and 
practitioners; and secondly, that the research strategy is carried out through 
practice, using predominantly methodologies and specific methods familiar 
to us as practitioners.(Gray, 1996) 
 
In our case, ongoing teamwork is required from professional artists, writers, educators 
and creative practitioners of media and design. We use the methodology of 
ethnographic active research—informed reflection (Tacchi, Slater, Hearn, 2003), but to 
share a community’s story, a community of contributors must want to participate. The 
legal obligation to sign consent forms is a relatively new quandary for projects such as 
Sharing Stories, yet each new project brings with it more requirements than the 
previous—perhaps the epitome of practice-led legal research. 
 
The IP issues of creative collaboration projects are no longer straight-forward.  
Fitzgerald is involved in getting Creative Commons (na, 2004) established in Australia, 
and was approached to consider if the Creative Commons licence would have been 
suitable for this project. 
 
As we had advanced past the initial partnership, copyright and IP agreements, Fitzgerald 
didn’t believe Creative Commons would be of benefit, although he suggested it would 
be helpful for our website, where the ‘finished’ material is located (Fitzgerald, 2005). 
That way, people accessing the site would recognise immediately the type of copyright 
the artist or contributor intended to give, by the symbols displayed. There is value in 
educating as many people as possible about this new copyright direction, as long as 
creative practitioners’ rights are protected. 
 
More and more institutions are taking the Creative Commons thinking on board.  Paula 
LeDieu, co-ordinator of the BBC’s Creative Archive—a community service initiative to 
open up and provide access to the BBC’s audio and video archives—was recently in 
Australia addressing her company’s own dilemmas. LeDieu says the BBC has come to 
realise that letting their audiences have open access to the means to create their own 
media experiences, ‘could generate, at the very least, extensive public value’ (Le Dieu, 
2005). 
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While our Sharing Stories project does not have 68 years of non-stop playing time 
material to draw from, as does the BBC, our principles are the same: to inform, educate 
and entertain. While our website audience may be passive recipients, they can become 
active participants in the media process by creating the content for the website. 
 
Fitzgerald says: ‘There needs to be a space where you can do things without fear [of 
legal implications], so the simpler we can make the legal process the better’ (Fitzgerald, 
2005). He says there has been a lot of talk about open content licensing by the Bureau of 
Meteorology, for instance, through Free For Education (FFE), but believes there is a 
need to create a plain English page, like the Creative Commons agreement (Fitzgerald, 
2005). The full document can still be accessed at any time, but the plainspeak document 
could help most contributors. 
 
Our first event, the Sharing Stories website launch and exhibition, was held in April 
2005 (na, 2005) and the next step will be to return to MacLeod, the partners and the 
contributors, with questionnaires and surveys to assess the procedures and to reflect on 
whether a plainspeak summary to accompany the Sharing Stories consent forms would 
be helpful.  
 
The challenges to methodology regarding how these consent forms are formulated may 
impinge on the dimensions of our research. But keeping the general public undaunted is 
of paramount importance.  Ethnographic action research—the cycle of plan, do, 
observe, reflect—allows the KGUV Sharing Stories project to use a wealth of research 
data to direct the nature of our ongoing public history activities, thus obtaining—
hopefully—the best results for all interested parties (Tacchi, Slater, Hearn, 2003).  
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iClause 3: A Contributor’s Works may be provided to the Researcher and given to the 
Department in writing, orally or in some other form.  If a Contributor provides Works 
for the purpose of the Contract, the ownership of intellectual property rights in this 
material does not vest in the Researcher or the Department.  However, a non-exclusive 
licence to the Department to use the Works in accordance with the Contract will be 
provided by the owner of the copyright in the Works. 
  
